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This was an appeal from a conviction before a Justice of the Peace, by which a station agent of
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was found guilty of certain violations of the Manitoba
Grain Act and amendments. The appeal took the form of a case stated under section 900 of the
Criminal Code, and the argument was heard on the 19th of February, 1903. All the facts were
admitted, as appears by the stated case.
The case is as follows: —
1. A. V. Benoit, of the village of Sintaluta, who was convicted before me on the 6th December,
1902, as hereinafter mentioned, for a violation of the Manitoba Grain Act and amendment
thereto, and, in the manner required by the Criminal Code and the Consolidated Rules of the
Supreme Court of the North-west Territories, made application to have a case stated and signed
under the provisions of section 900 of the said Code, and entered into a recognizance and duly
paid all fees as provided by sub-section 4 of said section 900 of the Code, and stated the grounds
upon which the conviction was questioned, which grounds he set forth as hereinafter mentioned,
and also stated that he wished the appeal to be to the presiding Judge of the Judicial District of
Western Assiniboia at Regina; in pursuance of the said application and of the said Rules, I state
the following case: —
(a) The substance of the information or complaint: —
That A. V. Benoit, of the village of Sintaluta, in the Western Judicial District in the North-west
Territories, where there was a station on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway where grain is
shipped, and where there was then a loading platform and several elevators, on or about the 25th
day of November, 1902, being then and for some time previous thereto and thereafter the railway
agent at the said Sintaluta station, did unlawfully refuse to permit a farmer, residing near said
village, to load direct from the siding a car, not at the loading platform, but that had been

awarded to him, pursuant to his order in the order book kept by the said A. V. Benoit for that
purpose, to be loaded at said loading platform, there being then no room to load said car at said
loading platform, nor within twenty-four hours after said car was allotted to him as aforesaid;
and the said A. V. Benoit did also unlawfully refuse to allow the said farmer to retain after the
said twenty-four hours the said car until he should have an opportunity of loading the same at the
said loading platform, but in disregard of his duty in that behalf the said A. V. Benoit awarded
the said car to another applicant in said order book not entitled to it at the time the same was
awarded to the said farmer, and that the said A. V. Benoit being then the railway agent at
Sintaluta aforesaid, did refuse to award to a farmer, an applicant who had made order therefor in
the said order and who had grain stored in a special bin in an elevator at the said station, a car to
be loaded with said specially binned grain at said elevator.
And that the said A. V. Benoit, being then the railway agent at Sintaluta aforesaid, did
unlawfully refuse to award to a farmer, an applicant who had made order therefor in the book
kept by the said agent for that purpose, he then being the holder of storage tickets for grain stored
in common with other grain in an elevator at said station, a car to be loaded with the grain
represented by said storage tickets at said elevator.
And that the said A. V. Benoit, on the day and year aforesaid, being then the railway
agent at Sintaluta aforesaid, unlawfully neglected and refused to award to the said farmer, an
applicant who had duly made order for one car in the order book kept by the said agent for that
purpose for the purpose of loading the same at said loading platform, and there having arrived on
such day cars available for distribution, although all the applicants for cars who had applied for
cars prior to the said farmer had each been awarded one car out of the cars which had arrived on
the preceding day and the said farmer had not been awarded any cars, but the said agent awarded
all of the said last mentioned cars so available on that day to applicants for cars who had prior
unfilled orders, but each of whom had at least received one car as aforesaid.
And that the said A. V. Benoit, being then the railway agent at Sintaluta aforesaid, did refuse to
award to said farmer, an applicant for cars who had duly made order therefor and whose order
stood in said order book as the first order upon which no cars had been awarded, all previous
applicants having been each awarded one car and in the last distribution of cars prior to the order
of the said farmer there being a surplus of cars which were awarded to the applicants in order of
application, commencing with the first unfilled order, yet the said agent refused to award the first
available car to arrive after his order to him, but went back and awarded the same to the prior
applicants who had already received one or more cars.
That said Benoit at the said Village of Sintaluta on or about the 24th day of October, 1902, being
then the railway agent at Sintaluta station on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway where
grain is shipped, did unlawfully neglect and refuse to award to a farmer residing near said
village, an applicant, who had on the 20th day of October, 1902, made order for one car in the
order book kept by the said A. V. Benoit at said station for that purpose, a car in the order of

application as appearing in said order book, but in disregard of the provisions of the law in that
behalf, did award cars to other applicants who had made order therefor in the said order book
subsequent to the order of the said farmer.
(b) The names of the prosecutor and the defendant:
Charles C. Castle, Warehouse Commissioner, prosecutor; and A. V. Benoit, defendant.
(c) The date of the proceeding questioned:
The 6th day of December, 1902.
(d) A copy of the evidence, if any, in full, as taken before the Justice of the Peace: The defendant
pleaded not guilty, but admissions were made as follows: —
1. That Sintaluta is a point on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the North-West
Territories where grain is shipped, and that there is at said point a loading platform, a farmers'
elevator and five other elevators. That the said A. V. Benoit is the station agent of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, under whom the said grain is shipped, and that he kept an order book as such
agent in which applicants for cars made order according to their requirements pursuant to the
Manitoba Grain Act and amendments thereto.
2. A farmer residing near Sintaluta had made order for a car to be delivered at the said loading
platform, and, although the said car had arrived and was awarded to the said farmer and although
he had not an opportunity of loading the said car at the loading platform by reason of the fact that
other cars were being loaded at the said platform and the said farmer could not be accommodated
thereat, by reason whereof he applied to the said Benoit to be permitted to load the said car direct
from the siding where the same then was, but the said Benoit refused to permit him to do so as he
considered that it would be unlawful for him to permit the said car to be loaded direct from the
waggon at any place other than at the loading platform and that in any event he was not
compelled to permit it to be so loaded.
3. The said Benoit further refused after 24 hours to hold the said car until the said farmer could
have an opportunity of loading the same at the loading platform on the ground that he, the said
Benoit, was not required to hold it longer than 24 hours, within which time the said farmer could
not load it and the said Benoit therefore delivered the said car to another applicant who was not
entitled to the same when it was awarded to the said farmer.
4. That the said farmer had grain stored in a special bin in the farmers' elevator and that he had
also grain stored in another elevator of which he held storage tickets, the said latter grain having
been graded and mixed with grain of like quality in said elevator.
For the purpose of having both said lots of grain shipped he applied for cars, but the said Benoit
refused to allot to him a car for the purpose of shipping either the grain in the said farmers'

elevator or the stored grain in the other elevator on the ground that only the elevator manager or
operator, and not the said farmer, could be an applicant for a car for grain so stored in such
elevators.
5. That the farmer had made order for cars in the said order book, that all the applicants for cars
who had made order prior to his order had each obtained one car, but the said farmer had not yet
been awarded a car. When the next batch of cars arrived for distribution he claimed the right of
having the first car, but the said A. V. Benoit refused to award him a car as there were a number
of applicants who had made application prior to his application whose orders had not been
entirely filled and he consequently awarded of the said cars, one to each of those who had
ordered before the said farmer, each of whom had received one car, but on whose respective
orders there was a balance still unfilled.
6. Also that each of the applicants who had made order in said book had been supplied with one
car at the time when the said farmer made his orders. That the day previous to the application of
the said farmer there had been a surplus of cars after each prior applicant had been given one and
the agent in the distribution of said surplus had begun with first applicant and distributed said
cars as far as they would go, but there remained unfilled orders of several of the prior applicants
to whom the second car was not awarded; on this condition of affairs the said farmer claimed the
right to get the first car distributed of the next batch to arrive, but the said agent declined to
award him the car but claimed the right to allot the car to a prior applicant who had already
received one or more cars.
7. That the farmer residing near Sintaluta who had grain to ship on the 20th day of October last
made order for one car in the said order book, which he required at once to be placed at the said
loading platform for the purpose of being loaded. That the agent of the Dominion Elevator
Company and McLaughlin & Ellis, owners of two elevators at the said shipping point, made
order for cars on the same day but subsequent to the order of the said farmer. That the said agent
awarded to the Dominion Elevator and McLaughlin & Ellis several cars, but did not award a car
to the said farmer, although his order was prior in point of time to the orders of the said
Dominion Elevator Company and McLaughlin & Ellis.
(e) Substance of the conviction:
Upon the said admissions, which were duly made, I convicted the defendant for having violated
the Manitoba Grain Act and amendments thereto and duly fined him and ordered him to pay the
costs, and in default of payment of the fine and costs imprisonment for one month.
(f) The grounds upon which the said conviction is questioned:
That the facts admitted do not show any offence or violation of the Manitoba Grain Act or
amendments, but show that the Agent conformed to the provisions of the said Act.

That the admitted facts do not show any offence or violation of law. That the conviction is
erroneous in point of law.
And the following questions by consent of Counsel for both prosecutor and defendant are
submitted for the judgment of the Judge or Judges of the Court of Appeal on the basis of the
facts admitted.
1. Assuming that a farmer desires to load direct from his waggon into a car at a station where
there is a loading platform and has made order for such car to be placed at the loading platform
and out of the batch of cars next arriving one car has been allotted to said farmer for such
purpose, but by reason of there being other cars of prior applicants at the loading platform and to
be loaded at such platform the car allotted to said farmer could not be accommodated or placed
thereat, whereupon he applies to the station agent to be permitted to load the car direct from the
waggon to the car at a point on the siding other than where the loading platform was:
Is it a violation of the said Grain Act for the agent to refuse such permission?
2. Is the station agent obliged to permit such loading?
3. Assuming that by reason of other cars being loaded at the loading platform and to be loaded at
such platform in priority of the car allotted to such farmer, such last mentioned car could not be
placed at the leading platform within 24 hours after it was so allotted to the said farmer:
(a) Is it a violation of the Grain Act for the station agent to refuse to hold the car for said farmer
longer than 24 hours after it was so allotted?
(b) Is the station agent bound to hold the car even for the 24 hours for the farmer when he knows
that by reason of preceding cars to be loaded at the said platform the said car cannot be loaded
within 24 hours?
4. Assuming that a farmer who is not an elevator owner, lessee or operator, has grain stored in a
special bin in a farmers' elevator at a railway station where grain is shipped, and that he has also
grain stored in another elevator at the same point in common with other grain for which he holds
storage tickets:
Is it a violation of the said Grain Act and amendments for the station agent to refuse to recognize
such farmer as an applicant and to recognize his order in the order book for a car or cars to ship
out the said grain?
5. Assuming that a farmer has made order for cars in the order book at the station and that all
applicants for cars who had made order prior to his order in such book had each obtained one
car, but not sufficient cars to fill the orders of each of the prior applicants, while the said farmer
had not yet been allotted a car by reason of the shortage and that the agent out of the next cars
which arrived refused to award him a car, as there were a sufficient number of prior applicants

whose orders had not been entirely filled and that he consequently awarded of the said cars, one
to each of those who had ordered before the said farmer, but each of whom had already received
one car:
Was the action of the agent a violation of the provisions of the Grain Act and amendments?
6. Assuming that each of the prior applicants as above mentioned had been supplied with one car
at the time when the said farmer gave his order as aforesaid, but the day previous to the
application of the farmer there had been a surplus of cars after each prior applicant had been
given one and the agent in the distribution of said surplus had begun with the first applicant and
distributed said cars as far as they would go, giving 2 or 3 to each of such prior applicants, but
the orders of the said prior applicants still remained unfilled; that on the day of the farmer's
application additional cars arrived to be loaded and the agent declined to allot a car to the said
farmer but allotted a car to each of the prior applicants, thus exhausting the said supply:
Did the agent by doing so make a breach of the provisions of the said Grain Act and
amendments?
7. Assuming that a farmer residing near Sintaluta, who had grain to ship on the 20th day of
October, made an order for one car in the order book, requiring it to be placed at the loading
platform for the purpose of being loaded; that the agent allotted a car each to the elevator
companies, having elevators at the said point, but whose orders were subsequent to those of the
said farmer:
Would this necessarily be a violation of the Grain Act?
Assuming the facts admitted, do any of them show a violation of the Manitoba Grain Act or
amendments?
Sgd. H. O. Partridge, J. P.
H. M. Howell, K.C., and T. C. Johnstone, for the Crown.
J. A. M. Aikens, K.C., and N. Mackenzie, for the appellant.

Questions 1, 2 and 3. Aikens — When it is impossible, by reason of other cars being at the
loading platform, for the farmer to use the platform, is the agent obliged to permit him to load
direct from the vehicle? The statute does not say so. The statute only says that where there is no
platform, direct loading shall be allowed. If the agent is not required to allow such direct loading,
is he obliged to hold a car more than 24 hours, or even so long, if there is no chance of its being
used within that time by reason of prior cars being at the platform? Suppose 20 farmers each
apply for a car, and the 20 cars arrive. The loading platform will usually accommodate only 2
cars at one time, but as each farmer has 24 hours in which to load, the last car would not be

loaded until the eleventh day. In the meantime the cars would be standing idle while urgently
needed at other points. The agent is in a difficult position. If a car were not loaded within 24
hours, an elevator operator might demand it and threaten prosecution if it were refused;
while the farmer would be equally menacing if the car were withdrawn from him.
Howell. — The Grain Act does not supersede the common law, but places additional obligations
on the railway companies. They must provide reasonable facilities for hauling and shipping the
freight they are bound to carry. Though it is their duty generally to load cars, this may be
changed in the nature of the goods. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company advertise
themselves as wheat carriers, and must therefore give reasonable facilities for loading it. The
amended statute does not do away with this, but stipulates that one of these reasonable facilities
shall be a loading platform at such points as the Warehouse Commissioner may direct.
Aikens in reply. — By the common law all goods must be put into carriageable condition before
shipment. The Act is special legislation and takes the place of the common law. Where farmers
have applied for and obtained through the Commissioner, a loading platform, they deprive
themselves of the right to load direct.
Question 4. Howell admitted that the conviction on this point could not be sustained.
Question 5. Aikens. — Suppose at a place there are five elevators containing specially binned
grain of farmers. The operators of these elevators then represent themselves and a number of
farmers who are ticket holders. The 5 elevators each apply for 10 cars, and 25 farmers apply
afterwards for 1 car each. Then 10 cars arrive and are allotted, 1 to each elevator, and 1 each to
the first five farmers. Next day 10 more cars arrive. Should the agent commence the distribution
where he left off the day before, or should he begin again at the top of the list? If the latter, then
the vigilant man who threshed his grain and took it to the elevators early, gets the benefit and no
injustice is done.
Howell. — The farmer who takes his grain to an elevator can insure or sell it, while the man who
is late, probably through no fault of his own, when he brings his grain to the elevator finds it full
and has no protection for it whatever. The elevators, instead of asking for 10 cars, would most
likely ask for 100. They are amply protected because, when there is a surplus of cars after each
applicant has got one, it is to be divided rateably among them according to their requirements.
Cars usually arrive by twos, threes and fours, instead of tens. Under Mr. Aikens' interpretation
the farmer would never get a car.
Question 6. Aikens. — It would be unjust to hold that the agent has violated the Act. Prior
applicants ought not to be placed in any worse position than if they had signed the order book
prior to the farmer, but on the same day. The farmer had no interest in the prior cars when he
signed the order book. They had come and gone when he was not an applicant. If this were not
correct, farmers could continue to get cars while the elevators would get none.

Howell admitted that by his contention the first applicants might never get a second car, but
stated that the Crown asked for an affirmative answer.
Question 7. Aikens. — The agent appears to have considered he should treat the loading
platform in the same way as he treated the elevators, allotting one car to it for every car given to
each elevator; instead of treating each individual farmer as an applicant. Perhaps he was wrong.
Howell. — A loading platform cannot make an application; but an elevator, through its operator,
can.
Richardson, J.: Mr. T. O. Partridge, a Justice of the Peace in and for the North-west Territories,
under the provisions of section 900 of the Criminal Code, on the application of A. V. Benoit, a
station agent of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, who on 6th December, 1902, on the
prosecution of Charles C. Castle, was convicted before him, the said Justice, of violating the
provisions of The Manitoba Grain Act and amendments thereto, and who, alleging he was
aggrieved by such conviction, desired to have the question of its validity, on the ground that it is
erroneous in point of law, submitted to a Judge of the Supreme Court of the North-west
Territories by means of a case stated and signed under the provisions of section 900 of
the Criminal Code, the seven questions hereinafter referred to.
The hearing was had before me in Chambers at Regina on 19th February, 1903, when Messrs.
Aikens, K.C., and Mackenzie appeared for Benoit, the person convicted, and appellant, and
Messrs. Howell, K.C., and Johnstone represented Castle, the prosecutor and respondent.
As to questions 1, 2, and 3 argued together, they are as follows: —
1. Assuming that a farmer desires to load direct from his waggon into a car at a station where
there is a loading platform and has made order for such car to be placed at the loading platform
and out of the batch of cars next arriving one car has been allotted to said farmer for such
purpose, but by reason of there being other cars of prior applicants at the loading platform and to
be loaded at such platform, the car allotted to said farmer could not be accommodated or placed
thereat, whereupon he applies to the station agent to be permitted to load the car direct from the
waggon to the car at a point on the siding other than where the loading platform was:
Is it a violation of the said Grain Act for the agent to refuse such permission?
2. Is the station agent obliged to permit such loading?
3. Assuming that by reason of other cars being loaded at the loading platform and to be loaded at
such platform in priority of the car allotted to such farmer, such last mentioned car could not be
placed at the loading platform within 24 hours after it was so allotted to the said farmer.
(a) Is it a violation of the Grain Act for the station agent to refuse to hold the car for said farmer
longer than 24 hours after it was so allotted?

(b) Is the station agent bound to hold the car even for the 24 hours for the farmer when he knows
that by reason of preceding cars to be loaded at the said platform the said car cannot be loaded
within 24 hours?
After giving the subject matter of these my best consideration, I am unable to hold that the Act
clearly provides for the points raised in these three questions, and as the conviction in my
judgment is sustainable upon others of the questions submitted, it becomes unnecessary and I
decline to make any decided answer to these questions 1, 2, and 3.
As to question 4, which is as follows: —
4. Assuming that a farmer who is not an elevator owner, lessee or operator has grain stored in a
special bin in a farmer's elevator at a railway station where grain is shipped and that he has also
grain stored in another elevator at the same point in common with other grain for which he holds
storage tickets:
Is it a violation of the said Grain Act and amendments for the station agent to refuse to recognize
such farmer as an applicant and to recognize his order in the order book for a car or cars to ship
out the said grain?
As Mr. Howell admitted that as the operator of an elevator is the only person who controls its
working as to receiving in and passing out grain, he is the only person capable of making order
for cars for shipment of grain in the elevator, I hold that the station agent, by refusing the
farmer's application as stated, did not contravene the law created by the Act.
Question No. 5 is as follows: —
5. Assuming that a farmer has made order for cars in the order book at the station and that all
applicants for cars who had made order prior to his order in such book had each obtained one
car, but not sufficient cars to fill the orders of each of the prior applicants, while the said farmer
had not yet been allotted a car by reason of the shortage, and that the agent, out of the next cars
which arrived, refused to award him a car as there were a sufficient number of prior applicants,
whose orders had not been entirely filled, and that he consequently awarded of the said cars, one
to each of those who had ordered before the said farmer, but each of whom had already received
one car:
Was the action of the agent a violation of the provisions of the Grain Act and amendments?
This presents, as Mr. Aikens stated, on the argument, a conundrum. He endeavoured to convince
me that the station agent in refusing to allot a car to a farmer, and preferring the elevator as
stated, was not transgressing the law, although the effect of such action might result in barring
the farmer entirely from having a car allotted to him, while on the other hand the effect of Mr.
Howell's contention would bar out the elevators entirely.

While entertaining great doubts, I am inclined to agree with Mr. Howell's construction of section
58 as the only one it can have, and answer this affirmatively.
Question 6 is as follows: —
6. Assuming that each of the prior applicants, as above mentioned, had been supplied with one
car at the time when the said farmer gave his order as aforesaid, but the day previous to the
application of the farmer there had been a surplus of cars, after each prior applicant had been
given one, and the agent in the distribution of said surplus had begun with the first applicant and
distributed said cars as far as they would go, giving 2 or 3 to each of such prior applicants, but
the orders of the said prior applicants still remained unfilled; that on the day of the farmer's
application additional cars arrived to be loaded, and the agent declined to allot a car to the said
farmer, but allotted a car to each of the prior applicants, thus exhausting the said supply:
Did the agent by doing so make a breach of the provisions of the said Grain Act and
amendments?
I fail from the argument and reading of the Act to be convinced that the course adopted by the
station agent formed a breach of any of its provisions, and answer this question in the negative.
Question 7 is as follows:
7. Assuming that a farmer residing near Sintaluta who had grain to ship on the 20th day of
October made order for one car in the order book requiring it to be placed at the loading platform
for the purpose of being loaded; that the agent allotted a car each to the elevator companies
having elevators at the said point, but whose orders were subsequent to those of the said farmer:
Would this necessarily be a violation of the Grain Act?
The action of the station agent as set out in this question was in my judgment a clear violation of
the Act.
As a result, my judgment is that the conviction appealed from must be affirmed.
Reporter:
C.H. Bell

